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I. INTRODUCTION 
The City of WaterviUe is poised to begin one of the most significant revitalization efforts it has 
ever und~rloken. The vision oftuming the desolate Kennebec riverfront into a thriving, rnultiuse 
center for open space, recreation, and cornmcrcinl activity will have far r~ching benefits Lo the 
socia l and economic li fe of the community. Al the doorstep of the downtown commercial and 
n::sidtlnLial districts, the riverfront offers o wealth of opportunities to bring unique and desirnble 
allrm:tions to the center of the city while reinforcing connect ions to the Town of Winslow and 
the regional open space system along the Kennebec. 
Having developed along th: Kennebec River, Waterville slowly turned its' back on the river as 
the economic use of the wtterway declined. Aller removing blighted residential and commercial 
activities along the river. the waterfront now lies open and fallow, awaiting the opportunity to 
once again become a focal point oftbe community. The City of Waterville has before it a 
remarkable opportunity to significantly enhance the function, appearance, ~111d qu:ility of it's 
downtown environment. The following plan is directed toward helping the city renlizc the 
potential of this unique area. 
The Wntcrvillc conununity has long realized the importance of its' riverfront. Previous plarming 
studies, including the REM visioning nnd downtown market and design studies of I 996 set fonh 
a solid bnsis on which to develop more detailed plans. The ide.'I of mixed uses along the water 
including recreational and commercial activities is echoed through most of the work completed 
to date. The mAstcr plan presented herein will seek lo refine these community-based endeavors in 
the effort to envision a !Uture for the city's wnlcrfront. 
The master plan seeks to include characteristics common to all successlUI waterfront 
development projects in recommending possible uses, activities and functions for the 
Waterville 's riverfront. These tht:mcs include: 
• Camhinatian of public and privC1te interests - Waterfi·onl redevelopment slumld 
e11co11rage a synergy between public u.1·e and commercial ctclivities. 111e bctlance between 
1J11 .1·e Interests will ploy a key role i11 the s11cce.1-.if11l revitalization of tha 1w11er:frcm1 
• Public I privatit partnership are es.w:ntial lo cre(//in~ suswinable sm:c:ess. Beµ.1111 hy public 
e11titles with vision, plans will a11ract private gro11ps to help bring the vision tn reality, 
~J]e l!lvcrfron1 M.~M='"'~I'=•~"-----------------------
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Privme develupmenl can cumplime/I/ the public facilities nn a site, offset costs of public 
i11vcst111e11t and assist in maintenance of the site. 
• Multiple use areas- successful river/runts cuntain a wide range of activitie.~- cultural, 
recreational, commercial, and in .~0111e cases residential. 
• Water o//l'C1cts people - S11ccessjitl waterji·unts offer combinations nf use.~ to promnte 
activities throughour the day and y1uJ1'. 
• E.~tah/ish strnng connections to the duwn101vn area. Successful wate1ji'Ot1/.1· are linked to 
/he downtown by gateways, view corridors and easily recognizable and accessibility 
routes. 
• '1111: WC1te1/ro11ts m11st be a so11rcc of pride tn the CO!f1111u11i1y - they should bulfd upun ancf 
reinforce the character and history of the community. 
• Waterfront development should capitalize on opportunilies for interpretation - historic, 
cu/111ral, and 11a111ral. 
• Waterfronts should have areas suitable for programmed activities, festivals, and 
co11111111nity gathering. Build upon existing cultural institutions. 
The planning process for the Riverfront Master l'lan involved four primary phases of work: 
Analysis, Programming, Conceptual Alternatives ond Recommended Master Plan. each phase of 
work built upon the last, establishing a dil'cct relationship belween analysis and 
recommendations. Following the completion of each phase of work, a public workshop was 
conducted to present the work and solicit public comment. 
During the planning effort, the community identified a series of criteria to guide the development 
of the rcconuncndcd master plan: 
• F:nhonce both physiwl and visual connections between rive1:front and downtown. The 
rive1.fi·ont parcel should be woven in/IJ the fabric o.f the downtown. 
• The .rite should contain o combin(l(ion 1>f p11blic uses and private develop111en1. 
• A diversity of public spaces!Gtctivities should he provided. including cm active public edge 
along the river. 
• 711e eco110111ies uf the rive1:fi·ont and duw111nw11 are closely linked Privllle development 
on the rive1fron1 should cnmpli111e111 and support the activities, appearance and 
development pallerns of downtown. 
• On-site parking shu?1/tl be provided to meet the needt of proposed 11sesldevCJlopmen1 
• Strong linkages between the riverfront, downtown and a<fjacent residential 
neighlmrhnods sho1Jd be created. 
• Maximize opportunities to create a 11111/ti-11.rc trail along the river and i111eKrute the trail 
111ith proposl!d public spaces al the Head of the Falls sile. (i.e. Brunswick Traf/ and 
Ea.1'/ern Promenade in Portland). 
\VJ11crville ltiverf'ront M:i.!Uct Plau.n _________________________ _ 
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The following report presents tbe rcconunendations for arrangements of land uses, master site 
plan for the riverfront, building design guidelines, and strategies for fo nding, implementation, 
and phasing. Conceptual cost estimates for recommended public improvements are identified. 
The appendices contain the analysis conducted to support the plruming effort, the conceptual 
alternatives lhat were developed lo explore various options for development of the riverfront and 
background traffic data. 
~atervilk Riverlion1 Ma'i!q Ph11 
ff. RIVERFRONT MASTER PLAN 
The master plan for the riverfront organizes the Head of the Falls site into a series of 
interconnected spaces and activities in which public and private uses are closely integrated. The 
components of' the plan include public spaces comprised of parks, walkways, and community 
recreation areas; three distinct development parcels; and circulation and parking improvements. 
To support the I lead of the Falls project, the plan recommends improvements to key roadways 
le:uling to the site and identifies parcels in stratecic gateway locations for rcdcvclopm<:nt. 
The Head of the Falls project area consists of23+ acres of undeveloped lond with approximately 
4,600 feet of frontage along the Kennebec River. The site is bordered by the Kennebec River to 
the east, Front Street and the Guilford Rail Systems rail line to the west, Bridge/Spring Street to 
the south and the Guilford lutennodal facility to the north. Of the 23+ acres that constitute the 
site, 11.5 acres are owned by the City of Waterville ru1<l 12.5 acres are owned by tlie State of 
Maine. ll is anticipated tha1the 11iJ1c ol'the lwelve acres owned by the state will be transferred to 
the City of Waterville and the remaining 3+ acres will be tr'dllSrerred to the adjacent intermodal 
transportation facility. 
A. ORGANIZATION OF PROl'OSED USES 
The diagram of land uses recommended in the master plan is straightlorward. The I J .5 acre 
nccive riverfront parcel north of the rail line and south of the post office is comprised of7.J 
acres of public open space, 2 acres of parking and 2.1 acres ofland suitable for sale or lease 
for pri vate development. The 2+ ocrc, 130 x 500 foot development envelope extends from the 
westerly edge of the proposed p11rking lo t and 180 feel from the northerly edge oflhe Temple 
Street right-of-way. As described in detail below. the public open space is comprised ol'a 
park, riverfront walkway and community recreation facilities enveloping the area designated 
for private clevclopment. This development area is defined by three building parcels, sepa1'8tcd 
by 40 foot openings between slruellll'CS. View corridors established by the alignments or 
Temple. Appleton and Union Streets are kept open, preserving vistas to and across the river 
from the downtown 
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The area bounded by Temple St. and the railroad right-of-way (South of Temple), cmTently 
used for parking is to be redeveloped as public open space and performance area. A reduction 
in width of the railroad right-of-way to a width consistent with lhal of the balance of the line 
to the north is recommended lo allow more useable public open space. Similarly, the river 
embankment to the south of the rail R.O. W should remain as open space and improved with 
trails. 
Several key parcels are identified as candidates for redevelopment to support riverfront 
activities, including the properties nanking the Temple/ Front Street intersection, the drive up 
bank building on Front St. and new parcels made available through the land reclaimed from 
the rea lignment of the Bridge St. intersection. 
B. THE MASTER PLAN 
Public Spaces 
The majority of the study area, (approximately 90%), is recommended for dedication as 
public or community uses. These uses include 1he Amphitheater, Festival Park, Promenade 
and riverfront walkways. paths and trai ls, community recreation facilities including skating 
rink, playgrouncl and open play areas, and natural 111-eJls such as the river embankmems. 
The Amphitheater 
1.2 Aas Arrp/11/hoaler wllh 18wn termces sloping to water 
Localed south of Lhe Temple St. co1Tidor, 
the proposed amphitheater would occupy 
approximately 1.2 acres of land in part 
currenrly developed as 70 space municipal 
parking lot. The amphitheater is envisioned 
to be developed as broad lawn terraces, 
gently sloping to the river. The lawn 
terraces would be approx.imaiely 20 to 25 
feet wide wi1h a seating siep between lawn 
panels. The lawn terraces function as great park space. offering attractive views down river 
and to the bridges. The grade changes al the terrace steps should be designed to blend with 
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Wyt..:ryi!Jc Rlverfn1ut MjVitcr Pl!fl 
the lower entry plnw at the Two Cent Biidge 
that adjoins to the north. When used for 
performances, it is anticipated the a1nphithe11ter 
could hold between 900 and 1.000 people based 
on an average densit) of I person per 25 square 
feet (5'x. 5'). A stage or performance area, either 
tcmpornry or permancnr would be erecred at the 
Se6ling SlllJJ$ "' """"'lllltll18' can swve as 
attracflve patfc elemen/$ wllOt1 not #I USC fer 
perlorrnatlt»S. 
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bottom or the theater, with access to the adjoining parhways. The si1..e and design of the srage 
area would be determined during subsequcm detailed programming for the performance 
space. The upper or western portion of the amphi1henter and adjoining park space is 
illustrated on land cun'Cntly within the railroad light-of-way. In the area of 1he site between 
where the rail line cresses the river and Temple S1 .. the rail right-of-way va1ics in width 
between approximately 60 and 11 0 feet. It is su•ongly recommended that in this portion of the 
study at'Ca. the railroru.I right-of-way be reduced 10 60 feet or a width consisrcnt with that of' 
the balance of the right -of-way bordering the project area north of Temple Street. Although 
no1 essential for the d~velopment of the amphitheater, 1he acquisition of this additional right-
of-way area would provide more functional open space and a larger more attractive buffer 
be1ween the rail line and the amphith~ler. (This adjusrment 10 the right-of-way may be 
secured through nego:in1ion wi th 1he rail line as pnrl of the expansion of the intermodal 
facility). If possible, the existing sidewalk crossing 1he tracks should be reta ined and 
improved lo reinforce connection 
between 1he nmphithcatcr area and 
Castonguay Square. 
The Temple Street E11try Sequence 
The principle pedi:slri:m ancl 
vehicular access into the site is 
through the Temple Street corridor 
via an existing easement across the 
rail line. This entry should be 
significan1ly improved with feature 
., . 
TOfl'f'IO St. entry 
Two Com Bridge 
~1111y Courr 
Wulcryilh.: l<1ycrfnn1t Master l'lu11 
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paving, lighting, and gateway clements that celebrate Lhe entry into the riverfront. These 
features lead to the Two-Cent Bridge, Lhe unique and cherished historical resource chat serves 
as the principle focal point or Lhc riverfronls open space system. As the land slopes to the 
bridge, the plan envisions the development of an entry plaza at the deck elevation of the 
bridge. Accessed by steps and a ramp the entry court will serve as an appropriate gateway 10 
the bridge and Lhe connection to Winslow. 
Tltc F cs ti val Park 
Located no11h of 1l1c Temple St. en try and the Two Cenl 
Bridge, the one-acre festival park is intended ro serve as 
a large. centrally located park space. The park would 
function as an extension of Castonguay Square, creating 
an attractively landscaped open space that be sui table for 
Festival Park can serve as an access to 
t1Je 1iver and an faf)(>rlm11 COfTTnn'lity 
gatbe1i11g space. 
The Rive1fro11t Prome11ade 
both leisure 
activities and large 
community gatherings. The park would have a level lawn 
surface and be bisected by pathways with bordering 
vegetation. The park would serve both as an entry to the 
larger public spaces 10 the north and as a cross roads, linking 
lhe river walk, the Temple Sr. encry and the new commercial 
acti vi1ies bordering to the north. 
The plan envisions n riverfront promenade be developed above the existing retaining walls. 
Built directly above the river, the 
walkway would connect the Temple 
SI. entry I Two Cent Bridge wi th 
the community recreation faci lities 
to the north. The wide wolkway 
would feature elements consistent 
' 
W;ucrvillc Riv¢rrront Ma..'ill~f l'lan 
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with those found in communi ti es with successfully developed urban riverfronts - foature 
paving, attractive lighting and railings, and appropriate landscaping. The width of the walk 
varies from 20 to 50 feet, providing a dynamic experience for pedestrians. The promenade 
Belvedere 
Promenade 
i I 
S8c:lilN> at Promenade 
screen the promenade l'rom the bordering commercial 
activities. A belvedere is envisioned to be developed on 
axis with the Appleton St. view corridor to extend over 
the water providing the opporrunity to view up and 
down stream. Pedestrian connections through the 
development parcels would provide linkages between 
the parking and 1he riverfront walk. 
(,'ommunity Recreatio11 
surface would be approximately 12 
to 14 feet above the Kennebec. The 
western edge of the promenade 
would fearure gardens areas 10 
provide a soft contrast to the harder 
edge along the water. Developed in 
conjunction with the adjacent 
buildings, these landscape areas 
should subtlety distinguish and not 
View south along Pr<>mRnadR 
Community recrearion facilities comprise a significant component of programmed uses for the 
ri verfront. In addition to passive activity areas such as the amphitheater, festiva l park and the 
promenade, the plan designates several areas for more active recreational activities. A 
community skating facility is located immediately north of Development Parcel C. This 80 x 
Community recre~tlon lt1ellltles 
150 fool rink is 
intended Lo provide 
year round activity. 
for both ice and 
inl ine skating. The 
facility is edged by 
Wa1crvillc Kiverfmn.,..1""M,..lll!=«~P=I""~- -------------------
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a simple, roofed structure that offers shelter and can house changing rooms and wanning areas. 
As noted below, it is desirable that the commercial uses in Development Parcel C support the 
adjacent recreational activities such as a cafe, skate rental, etc. A .5 acre playground is 
illustrated between ihe parking lot and the riverwalk north oft:he skating facility. The 
playground is intended to serve as a regional allraction, containing uniq11e features that will 
distinguish ii from other neighborhood play spaces. Jndustrial artifacts (or re-creations) cao be 
used as a theme in the play structures to reference the history of the community. lfdevelopcd 
properly. the skming fitdlity wlll playground will serve as regional auractions, strengthening 
the appeal of the waterfTont to a larger spectrum of visitors. A 120 ft. x 200 ft. lawn area for 
open field piny is located north or the playground, ensily nccessed from the northern parking 
area. 
P11tlr ways 111ul Trail.< 
TI1e ease with which people can get to and move obout the riverfront will be critical to the 
project's succe~. The master pion reeonuncnds improvements to the pedestrian circulation 
system of sidewalks, pathways, and wills. The plan envisions a diverse pedestrian system 
highlighted by the Two Cent Bridge that will co!Ulect Bridge St. through the Head of the Falls 
site lo the existing trail system. The southern portion of pathway system will run on the 
riverside of the developmeot south ofTemplc on Fronl St. The path should be developed on Lhc 
top of the embankn1ent with structural support and stnbilizntioo where the slope of the 
embankment requires it. The pathway would co1UJCCl to the Bridge St. sidewalk, and include a 
new river overlook developed at the existing concrete abutment just north of the bridge. This 
paved pathway would coanec.:L to the pedestrian system at the amphilJ1e~ter and continue 
through the I lead of the Falls site. connecting to the existing tote road that extends northward 
to the intermodal site. 
A k.cy component oftl1e plan will be to create a loop trail across the Two Cent Bridge, 
connecting Waterville and Winslow. The path system would cross the Two Cent Bridge, 
follow the top of the bank in Winslow south of the Two Cent bridge. connect to the existing 
sidewalk on the Bridge St. bridge and then follow ei1hcr the Front St. sidewalk or the new river 
path back to the Two Cenl bridge. The creation ofa loop will encourage foot traffic over the 
Two Cent 13ridge and into the Hcnd oC Lhe Falls site. The plan encourogcs Watcrvill<.: lo work 
\Vatcrvill~ l<iw.rfron1 ".?JM!!!'asi,,,e"-"'Pl""•n,__ _______________________ _ 
with the Winslow conummity to develop riverfront amenities such as an overlook and trail 
improvements. There are clear benefits to both communiti.es to work together to suppolt 
riverfront improvements. 
l'age 1(1 
Overlooks are located al several points along the pedestrian system to provide a closer vantage 
of the river. These are suitable locations for h.istorical and interpretative elements thal can be 
made part of the pedestrian system. The plan envisions lhe pathways as part of a heritage trail 
interpreting the industrial and cultural history of the Head of the FaUs site. Artifacts (such as 
the Lombard tractor) and interpretive panels would be located at key points along the 
walkways. The trail system at the Head oft'he Fa lls site would Link into the proposed multi-use 
trail developed on the eX:sling tote road lhat extends up to, and as planned, beyond the 
intem1odal center. 
The plan recommends a pedestrian connection across the southern edge of the intermodal 
center at Ash SL lo link lhe neighborhoods west ofCoUege Ave. to the existing multi-use trail 
and lhe riverfront. This cor111ection should be secured in negotiation with the owners of the 
intem1odal center who are seeking to expand the facility. This connection is important to 
enable the neighborhoods to the riverfi:ont. The plan identifies several river contact points 
along the trail system. These would be located where existing grade slopes gently to the water, 
just north of the Two Cent Bridge and near the proposed play fields. Although river access is 
not desirable due to the downstream faUs, points at which people can reach Lhe water during 
sate periods of the year a:e appropriate for a riverfront park, particularly in light ofthc 
improving water quality of the Kennebec. 
S111facb1.g 
The pathways and sidewalks (including the festival park and promenade) in the developed 
portion of the riverfront area should have a higher level of finish with concrete and/or unit 
pavers. The trai l connections such as thm along the Kennebec north and south of the central 
developed area should be hard surfaced with asphalt. Soller surfaces typical of multi-use trails 
incorporating stone dust, broken stone or fine gravel should be used on the multi-use trail and 
the paths accessing the river. 
Waterville Rjvcrfronl Maslcr PL1n. 
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Riverfront 1lccess a11d Parking 
The primary vehicle access/egress to the site is located al Lhe existing Temple Street rail line 
crossing. Due LO limitations of width, the existing underpass at the north end of the site would 
be used for exiting traftlc only. New parking lots are located al the western edge of the si1e 
following the rail line. This location enables the parking to buffer the riverfront activi ties from 
adjacent to the rai l line and provides for an efficient parki.ng layout. The parking would be 
located adjacent to the development parcels, and with Lhe well -defined pedestrian system, in 
proximity to the major open space featu res of the riverfront. A total of l55 parking spaces arc 
provided in two bays againsL Lhe tracks and 65 spaces in a lot to the north of the underpass. As 
Lhe site access would be through the parking areas, i1 is desi rable that the parking lots be 
developed as a streetscape with landscaping, sidewalks on each side and possibly a 
differentiated paving surface for the parking bays. With the removal of the existing 75 car 
municipal parking lot for development of the amphitheater, there would be a net gain of 145 
spaces al Lhe Head of Falls site. Prior to implementation, the sratus of dedicated parking al this 
lot for the Morning Sentinel (under a current lease agreement) and city halJ employee parking 
should be addressed. 
Should additional parking be required for the maximum developmen1 ~cenario, lhe proposed 
parking Im at the north end of the site could be expanded into the open play area to gain an 
additional 60 spaces. Should the economics of structured park.ing prove feasib le in the future, 
the north end or the site would be a suitable location for a parking deck to provide additional 
parking. The following chart summarizes Lhe relationship between Lhe proposed development 
area and park.ing in the master plan: 
\Vitrervillc Riv!!rfront Master Plan 
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Table /. Anatvsis 11{ Pm >oJed PorkinJ! Dt1ma11d 
Low Use Parking l·ligh Use Parking Total Total 
Rea. Rea. Low Hi2h 
Devclopmenl Po1·ecl A 6000SF Rest 50 6000 SF Rcs1 50 
( 150 sents) I spf3sen1s ( 150 scats) 
Inn 30 rooms 30 50 80 
I so/rm 
Development Parcel B Oft1ce,Re1nil 100 Office, Re1nil 150 100 150 
20,000 SF ls11/200SF 30,000SF 
Development Parcel C Office, Comm, 50 Office, Comm .• 100 50 100 
Inst. ls1>nOOSF Inst 
10,000 SF 20.000 SP 
sub101al 200 330 
Displaced city hall 10 10 
Parkin~ * 
Displaced Scnlinel 20 20 
Parkin~•• 
200. 230 330- 360 
• Allemntive sites fQr city hall parking 10 be explored as well. 
** Terms or agreement. to be clarified. City is 1101 obliga1cd to provide parking if use or area ch<mges. 
Riverfrollt Development Parcels 
A rwo acre envelope, approx. 700 fl x 130 ft is designated for new commercial development on 
the riverfront. Within this envelope, three distinct development parcels are identified that 
accommodate the recommended develop111ent program. The development parcels and the 
public open spaces are designed to compliment and support one another - the development will 
bring ac1ivi ty to 1he riverfront and help animate the publ ic spaces, the divcrsily of public 
spaces will draw people. to the ti verfronl, helping lo support the publ.ic oriented commercial 
activities. 
Development Parcel A is located closest ro Temple Si. and fronts on the festival park. Active, 
publicly oriented uses. such as a restaurant and inn are recommended uses for this si te. This 
site may be 
developed either as a 
• 
..... . "' 
~. L .. ~,._ ~ .. 
--
Parcel A South Bevallon 
single or multi level 
rescauram with 
approximately a 
6,000 to I 0,000 SF 
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(square foot) footprint. Alternately, a downtown inn, with 30 to 40 rooms would be an 
appropriate 
with private enterprbes. 
use for the upper levels of a building with a restaurant and retai l 
uses on the ground noor. The total building si1.e would not 
exceed 15,000 SF with a maximum mid-gable height of35 feet. 
The building anchors the northwest corner of the festival park, 
opening southward wi th views down river co the bridges. As has 
been successfully developed in other riverfront projects and 
urban areas, the forecourt of the building is designed to 
accommodate uses such as a cate that merge the public domain 
At 30,000 SF, Development Ptlrcel B is the largest or the dcvclopme111 sites and would be 
ideally suited for office and commercial uses. With a maximum footprint of I 0,000 SF and a 
maximum height or four lloors (45 to 50 feet), this parcel is designed for office uses on the 
·~ .... 
Development Patee/ 8 - f<ver elsvarlon 
upper levels and retail I 
publicly oriented activities on 
the ground noor. As the tallest 
of the structures, this bui lding 
wou Id serve as both a focal 
point and visual gateway 10 
the riverfront. 
Developme11t Parcel C with a maximum footprint of 10.000 SF and 
20,000 SF in gross area is in tended to be similar in size and massing to Development Parcel A. 
Office, commercial and /or institutional uses would be 
( · 
.. 
Dsvslopms11I Pares! C and Cornrnunlty R~YeaUon - nver e1evat1011 
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appropriate in this location. The ground level should contain publicly oriented activities such 
as a cafe that would con~>liment the adjacent community recreation fuc ilities. 
• 
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C. DESIGN GUIDELINES 
Design guideli11es sl1ould be adopted to direct the siting and design of the propose;;d 
conunercial buildings on the riverfront. As the scale, appearance, and quality of the 
com111ercial construction will have a significant influence on the ability of the riverfront to 
attract and sustain activity, it is important that the community institute a degree of control 
and regulation over what is built along the river. The following outlines some recommended 
guidelines for the design of commercial structures: 
11tle11/ 
The development activities serve as a key link between the riverfront and the downtown area. 
Building design. height and mnssing should reflect the scale, character and detailing of 
historic strncturcs in the downtown core. 
Local ion 
Tl1e north - south dimensions of tbe development parcds are defined by disl incl separations 
(40 ft.) between the buildings, establishing view corridors from the downtown to the river. 
The eastern edge of the development area is defined at 200 - 225 feet from the eastern edge 
of the railroad right-of-way to ensure ample public open space along the river. The building 
should be sited close to the parking lot sidewalk to resemble the relationships between the 
setbacks of downtown structures and sidewalks. Maximum setback sha ll be 15 feet from the 
sidewalk. No offstrt:t:t parking or loadi.ng shall be permitted along the riverside oflhe 
buildings. Development activity should promote and not impede access to and along the 
river. 
Table 2- Development Parcel Dimension Uuidelines 
Parcel Max. Max. Max. 
footprint size Total SF I !eight 
A 10,000 15,000 35 
B 10,000 30.000 45 
c 10.000 20,000 35 
Waterville Riv<;r!h!n1 Mgi1e,Lr.!:!P"""L- -----------------------
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Materials and Appearance 
I. Facade material shall be traditional red brick. Windows and door heads, comices and the 
like shall be made of contrasting material such as granite, cast stone or wood. 
2. Unarticulated expanses of glass shall be avoided. Separate windows, divided lights or 
similar treatments are encouraged. The proportion of so lid wall to window openings on 
the second and third stories shall be in keeping with historic downtown buildings of 
similar size and scale. 
3. Building fas;ades shall be articulated. Use of hays, decorative banding at floor levels, 
cornice detailing, etc. is encouraged. 
4. Signage: Signage shall in keeping with the size, style and cbaracter of the building. Where 
possible, signage shall be integrated into the design of buildings by use of sign bands or 
similar treatments. 
5. Builtling color shall be muted and sympathetic to historic uses in the area. 
Wntrui!Je Rivo-1jo111Ma;slcr Pkm 
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O. STREETSCAPE nnd CIRCULATION IMPROVEMENTS 
fn support of the riverfront development efforts, the plan recommends several public 
improvements be implemented to strengthen the connections between downtown and the 
riverfront These involve modifications to the traffic patterns on Front Street and the 
alignment of the Bridge, Front and Spring St. imersec1ion and streelscape improvements 
along Front, Temple, and Main Streets. 
'Fruul Str et!I 
To improve the connection between downtown and the riverfront, it is imperative that f ront 
Street does not function and appear as a barrier to pedestrian movement. Currently, the two 
lanes of traffic and the rapid speed of the traffic on Front Street creates a distinct separation 
between the downtown and the riverfront The master plan recommends that Front Street be 
improved as an urban street, similar to Main Street rather than remaining a bypa.~s 
thoroughfare. Front S1. should be reduced to one lane of northbound tranic with ample, 
well-designated pedestrian crossing points. As illustrated in the accompanying diagram, the 
proposed change to the Front St. corridor into a single 14 foot wide travel lane would allow 
for streetscape improvemems including landscaping and sidewalks as well as additional 
parking within the existing Front SL right-of-way. 
SOUTH or 1£,,PLE Sll!CET NORIH or TC14'LE STR(E1 
1.J -~~ 1 ~JJ 
C>dstlng 
s· 
.... 
Prupoted 
Pedestrian crossings of Front St. will be shorter and designated with feature pavement 
treatmenrs will blend seamlessly with the sid1;1walks and create "speed table" lo slow traffic 
As illustrated in thti plan and sections, additionnl parallel parking could be developed north 
' 
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of Temple St., increasing the total number of on-street parking by 50 plus spaces. 
lnformation regarding the technical support for the proposed revisions to Front SI. are found 
in Appendix D. 
Bridge, Front and Spring St. Intersection 
•• Pmrvt~nrl Rrirlnfl ~' lnte>rr:eirJit'lt: r/)('fp.r:ifln 
Roallgnmont or Bri<Jg.3 Sr. offers 
<Jevelopment eppo11wl11ies. 
•. 1\ll\ .~ , ... 
The existing Bridge S1. inieri:ecrion offeri: 
a confusing and over-scaled entrance to 
the downtown. Analysis has determined 
that the intersection can be redesigned 10 
moderate speed particularly that turning 
onto Front St. whi le remaining efficient at 
processing traffic. As illustrated below, 
the realignment plan would eliminate the 
"cut-offs" at Frnnl St., Main St. and 
Water St. The new corners would have 
sufficient turning radii for al l traffic, and 
the land mclairned through the redesign 
cou Id be used for open space or 
development. As noted below, this 
Warcrvlllc Rjvcrfl'onl Master Plan 
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realignmelll would create a prime gateway redevelopment parcel on Front St. This would 
reference the historical character of the intersection in which buildings formed a gateway to 
the community and the intersection had a more compact dt:S ign. Technical support for 1he 
in tersection redesign appears in Appendix D. 
Temple St. Corridor 
Temple St. serves as the primary pedestrian and vehicular connector between downtown aitd 
the riverfront. The plan proposes to retain the existing traffic patterns on Temple St., with an 
overlay of street improvcmcms so that potential conflicts between pedestrians and traffic are 
mitigated. Distinctive slreetscape improvements inclucling paving, landscaping, and lighting 
details wi ll serve 10 extend the riverfront theme up Temple St. 10 Main Street. These design 
features wi ll help t.o clraw attention and promote pecle-~trian activity between Main St. and 
the riverfront. Simillirly, improvements 10 the Temple St. roadway such as paver surfacing 
will identify Temple St. a unique environment, and encourage movement to the riverfront. 
Pavers at lntersectlctis signiiy irrpot'tance of /ocatiOil and aid 
In ffafllc salety by stowing trafl/c and designating crosswalks. 
Main Sfreet 
A large paver feature should be located at 
the intcrsccLion of f·ront and Temple St. to 
identify the importance of Lhe intersection. 
Such features help identify pedestrian 
crossings and slow through traffic. 
Main Street serves as the gateway to the riverfron t. Riverfrom design features should be 
caiTied up Temple SL to Main Street. Gateway elemems should be located on Ma.in Street to 
signify the importance or the Temple Street con-idor. The open edge along the Concourse 
should be strengthened through lanclscaping and/or development to draw attention on the 
Temple Street intersection. An sculptural feature, possibly evocative of Ille Two Cent 
Bridge ironwork, could be located on this improved landscaped eclge to identify the 
importance of the Temple St. gateway. 
Wau~rvillc. I~ lvcrfronl Maslcr Plait 
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College Ave. Connection 
The master plan 1~commends the elimination of the confusing road network north of the 
Head of the Falls site. A new direct connection between Front Street and College Avenue is 
proposed to allow for an understandable and direct return to the downtown. The 
developmenr of this loop will support the riverfront development by improving vehicular 
access circulating between the riverfront and downtown on the existing one-way traffic 
pattern. 
Redevelopment Parcels 
Koy redevotopmont parcots Ill T enYlfo St. 
gateway. 
The master plan identifies several key parcels adjacent to 
the Head of the Palls site as suitable for futme 
redevelopment. The sites llanking Temple St. at the 
Front St. intersection are prime redevelopment 
candidates. A successful riverfront project wil l create 
demand for adjacent development, encouraging uses and 
development patterns compatible with the new riverfront 
activities. Guidelines for development should follow that 
of the riverfront, with references to the surrounding 
building fabric. Similarly, new development 
opportunities will be c1~ated with improvements to Front 
St. and the Bridge St. intersection. The importance of the 
gateway features should not be understated, and 
redevelopment opponunities should seek to reinforce the 
core and edges of the downtown. 
Rlldeve/opment parcel.< at Brfdge St gat•way 
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Ill. RECOMMENDED PHASING AND IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 
implementation oflhe riverfront master plan should proceed through a well-choreographed set of 
steps. The strategy can be divided into several disciplines including organization, economics, 
programming and physical improvements. 
A. Organization. 
A successfol redevelopment of the riverfront wiJJ be dependent on U1e creation ofa suitable 
implementation organization and support stall: This organization aod political infrastructure 
to support it will be essential to bring the vision sel forth in the master plan to a reality, and 
sustain it into the future. 
As was noted throughout the master plan process, there is concern regarding the City of 
WaterviUe's responsibility and potentia.I costs, in terms of capital improvements and ongoing 
maintenance for the public portions of the riverfront project. Given the pressures on mw1icipal 
budgets, this is certainly a legitimate concern, and to be done correctly, the project will likely 
require a substantial investmenl ofboth public and private fonds. A model that has worked 
successli.tlly in other cities (In Hartford, Com1ccticut, the River Recapture project, in New 
York. City, the Central Park projects and the Midtown Improvement District to oame a few) is 
the development of a non-profit corporation to pai1ncr with the city to implement and 
maintain the project. Thi.s organization might consist of leaders of business and industry who 
have a stake in the economic, socinl and cultural well being orthe city (Colby College, 
Thomas College, the hospitals, Marden's, Hathaway, the Mitchell family, etc.), partnered with 
residents and ihe city administration. With minimal risk, the organization could raise and 
leverage fonding for capital improvements and maintenance, participate in project 
implementation and assist in programming and marketing the projeci. The support such an 
organization could bring to the riverfront may exceed what the city administration could 
achieve acting alone. 
Staff for the project nm) involve both city and outside sources. A non-profit organization like 
WRACC could play a key ro le in partnering with the ciiy to fu lfi ll the requiren1ents for 
implementalion and programming. 
\Yulcrvillc Rivcrl(onL 1\1!.ru:ter Plan 
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B. Financing 
.Financing Approaches 
lmplementation of the Master Plan for tbe development of the Waterville Riverfront will 
require a combination ofpublie and private investment. The public investment will involve 
lhe development of the basic infrastructure necessary to support rcdcvclopmenl as well as Lhe 
construction of tbc proposed public facilities. The prival<: investment will involve the 
construction of buildings for private use. 
This section looks at possible ways for funding the public investment ciiat will be needed to 
carry out U1e Master Plan. There are essentially four basic approaches for paying for these 
improvements under current conditions: 
I. Funding through the CiLy's general fund paid for essentially by property tax revenues 
2. The use of a Tax lncremelll financing district or TJF 
3. Grants iuid loans from other sources 
4. Private fond raising including sponsorships 
General Fund Fi11a11ci11g 
This is the simplest approach but most costly to the City in the long term. The City could 
borrow the filnds needed for the public improvements tlu·ough a bond that would be repaid 
over a number of years by the taxpayers of the City. This is probably the least attractive 
funding approach but represents the fullback source offiJllding ifotber sources are 
inadeq uatc. 
Twr: l11cre111e11t Fi11a11ci11g 
When a buildiug is bllill or improved, the City charges the owner of that building property 
taxes based upon the assessed value of the property. These property tax revenues normally go 
into the genernl fund and are used for Lhe overa ll operation of the City and school system. 
Maine law allows a murticipality lo set aside all or a portion oftbe property taxes from new 
nonresidential development for economic developmcm purposes through the creation of a tax 
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increment financing (TJF) district. Within this district, all or a portion of the property iax 
revenues paid by new taxable valuations can be used for specified economic development 
activities rather than going lo the general fond. These dedicated 'funds can be used for a range 
of activities including construction of infrastructure needed to support the private investment, 
credit enhancement agreements with the private party making the investment, general 
economic development act ivities, etc. In the case of the Riverfront redevelopment, a TIF 
could allow some or all of the properly taxes paid by the owners of the new buildings 
constructed on the riverfront to be dedicated to paying for the infrastructure (street, utilities, 
drainage, parking) required for the project. The revenues derived under a TIF could not be 
used, however, for the recreational facilities. 
The use of tax increment financing bas an additional benefit for the City since the new 
valuation within the T!F district is "sheltered". This means that this increase in valuation is 
not i.ncluded in the officiM state valuation figures that are used in determining lhe City's 
education subsidy, are used in calculating the City's share of the County tax, and arc part of 
tbe state revenue sharir.g formula. Tl<is bas potential financial benefits for the City. The 
formula used lo detennine the amount of state education subsidy the City receives essentially 
is based upon the property va luation per pupil. [fncw development increases properly 
valuation without increasing the number of pupils in the school system, the valuation per 
pupil goes up and the City is viewed as "richer" and therefore more able to pay for school 
costs locally. As a result, the stale education subsidy goes down. For the current year, if 
there had been new private development valued at $5,000,000 on the waterfront, the state's 
educational subsidy would have gone down by about $7,600. When county tax and revenue 
sharing impacts are included, the City would lose almost $10,000/ycar as a result of this new 
valuation. This reduces lhe property tax benefit by lhis amount. 
Tbe use of Tax Increment Financing for infrastructure improvements must be done 
cautiously. The property tax revenues that are <ledicated for this purpose occw· only iflhere 
is, iu fact, new valuation from new development that pays properly taxes. Some communities 
have gotlen into trouble by creating a TIF district and doing infrru;truclure inlprovements 
without assurances lhal the private investments would actually he made. In one community, 
extensive public improvements were made with the expectation I hat private invcstrncllls 
\Yutcryjllc Riverfront Master Plan 
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would occur resulting in new property taxes that would go into I he TIF account to pay for the 
improvements. B Lll the. private investment never occurred at the level anticipated and the 
Town is now faced with paying for the improvements with little or no TIF revenues. 
Tlterefore, use ofTIF funding should be tied to assured private i11vestment. 
Gra11ts a11d Loans 
Most grants have annual dead lines with the exception of the Department ofTraJJSportation 
which has a two year cycle of funding within a larger six year transportation plan. It wiU take 
so me time to get included in this funding but they can then provide funding on alternate years 
over Lhe aext six year cycle. 
• Depal'~ncnt of Transportation: 
• Department of Conservation: 
• Land and Water 
CQn.$ervation F11nds 
• Department of Community 
and Economic Devclopncnt: 
Enhancement funds, ncxl cycle: 
Bicycle and Pedestrian funds: 
(range about $400,000 per proposal} 
National Recreational Trai ls Funds 
($25,000 per prnposal) 
Deadline not announced yet, 
funds just dedicated for neKt year 
CDBG $400,000 
October 2002 
October 2002 
De'<: I. 
ann ually 
Deadlines 
thru-out year 
Waterville may qualily for funding under several options in the CDBG program: 
• Slum and Blight 
• Previous Urbiu1 Revit11liLation plan 
• Under 1990 census part of the city qualifies as low and moderate income which c1>uld 
bendit Lhe targeted riverfront am! downtown areas - this may change as soon as the 2000 
census is in, so it is advisable Lite City act immediately to quality for funding. 
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All of these state departments have grants which can support ongoing programming on the 
riverfront focusing on community, arts, heritage, etc. Many of these may be written to 
include partial funding for the actual restoration of the riverfront. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) 
U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) 
U.S. Department of Education (ED) 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HIIS) 
U.S. Department of Housi11g and Urban Development (HUD) 
U.S. Department oflnterior (DOT) 
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) 
U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) 
U.S. Deportment of State (DOS) 
U.S. Department of Transportatioa (DOT) 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) 
Corporation for Narional and Community Service (CNS) 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Federal ErnergeDcy Management Agency (FEMA) 
Institute of Museum and Library Services (JMLS) 
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
National Science Foundation (NSF) 
Teclmical Assistance in Rail area, trails or riverfront restoration: 
National Park Service, Brunswick Office, Apply before June 200 l 
The fo llowing is a sampling of private foundations that support projects in Maine that would 
be appropriate requesting funds from $1,000 to $100,000. This list is not divided into 
categories since many of them overlap, i.e., ask for funding for the physical changes as well 
as for ongoing programming. The !unction oflhis list would be to first provide fundiJlg for 
the riverfront restoration itself, then ongoing for cultural. heritage, arts. community, and 
educational programs. Many grants could be strnctured to include both restoration and 
programming. Some;: have annual deadlines, others have multiple deadlines per year. Since 
this is a mulli-year project, specific deadlines are not listed. 
Kenduskeag F'nuudutinn Charle.• Bulcher Fuucl Martin Foundation 
Librn l'oundmion Uoy Foundation Ford Foundation 
Maine Co1n111unity Pund: Henry 1111cl Jmm Berry Funcl B. & W. S. Conover Foundation 
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Bilker Conservation Fund Ba Id win foundation Trust Conncmam Fuud 
King Cummings Fund Baldwin Foundariun John Channy Trust 
Maine Chariry Baker Charitable Trust Edmuncl and Betsy Cabot 
Pew Trusts Band R foundation Ellis L Phillips Foundation 
Great Northcl'l1 Nnkoosa Arncric'11n Stock Exch<ioge Corp. Rockefellers l:lrothers Fund and 
Foundation <living foundation 
Kresse Foundarion American Generol Founda1ion Nellie May Foundalion 
Markel TrusL Agw•y Poundation Phill ips Van-Heusen 
Davis Conservation Foundation Agape Gilhcrl Verney Foundation 
Samples of foundatiom that can be approached for community programs organized around 
cultural and heritage regioaal development, physical improvements and program 
development and delivery: 
Ford Foundation - in conjunction with EMDC 
Maine A1s Conunission 
Maine Humanities 
Coordinating all riverfront and downtown projects into a single master plau. 
The Kennebec River Trails project from Fairfield to the !:lead of the Fails in Waterville is a 
project which will compete wilh the riverfront restoration for the same categories of funding 
in several areas. Linking these two projects together wi ll greatly cnhaucc raising fonds (or 
both projects when seen as one coordinated community vision. Each project is over a million 
dollars and for lhe areA to work on these separately simultaneously will not only have them 
compete against each other, it will not allow the area lo leverage funds raised for one project 
to be matched as part cf the other. 
Private Fund Raising 
The potential for private fund raising for the public and community facilities should be 
explored. The City has already used this approach for the:: Ste<rrns Building project and an 
organization is in place with experience in Ii.Ind raising. The Master Pion should carve out 
possible projects that could he done through community fund raising. 
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A second approach that is grnwing in popularity is the use of commercial sponsorships for 
underwriting the costs of con1munity facil ities. While this approach is most popular with 
sports arenas, stadiums, and civic centers, it may be able to be used for specific waterfront 
facilities such as lhc amphitheater. 
A third approach for private fund raising involves finding a benefactor who is willing lo 
underwrite the cost of a particular improvement. In some cases, former or residents who have 
gone on to be successful can be a source of th.is type offimdiug. 
A fmal approach to private funding involves the development of a "wish book" in which 
various aspects of the development are identified and priced out. Individuals or businesses 
can then buy that element and receive recognition at the waterfront. For example, fixtures 
such as benches, lights, planters, founta ins etc. may be able to be paid for in this way. A 
number of years ago, tbc City of Portland did this and wound up getting someone to do11atc a 
bandstand for Deering Oaks Park. Other communities have used this apprnach with various 
degrees of success but the concept of"buying" a specific element of tbe project can be 
attraclive fo r some people. 
Fiscal Implications 
Development of the Riverfront as envisioned in the Master Plan will result in increased 
property tax revenues for the City as a result of private, taxable development. This will 
probably be the only ongoing revenue source of aoy significant magnitude. At the same time, 
the development could generate some demand for additional public services. This section 
analyzes the potential revenues and costs associated with the project. 
Pote11tial Reve1111es 
The primary on-going source of revenue from the redevelopment of the Riverfront will be the 
property taxes paicl on zny private development that occurs as a result of the project. There 
also is the potential for incidental revenues such as use or parking fees but these are unlikely 
to be significant revenues. lfthc City decided to lease rothcr than sell tbc redevelopment 
sites, there is also the potential for an annual rent payment. 
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The amount of property taxes tbat will be derived from the project on an a1Ulual basis is a 
function of the value of the private real estate and l<1xable personal property and the City's 
tax rate. 
The following analysis looks al the potential property taxes based upon a high value and a 
low value development scenario: 
Higft Value De11elopme11t Scenario 
Building A 
Building B 
Building C 
15,000 SF ofRcstaurant/Reta iVOJlice Space 
30,000 SF of Office/Commercial Space 
20,GOO SF of Office/Commercial Space 
Taxable Personal. Prope1iy 
Total Assessed Valuation 
Times Curreat Tax Rate 
Estimated Annual Property Tax Re11enue 
Low Value Development Scenario 
Building A 6,000 SF Restaurant 
Building B 20,000 SF of Office/Commercial Space 
Building C J 0,000 SF of Office Space 
Taxable Personal Property 
To Lal Assessed Valuation 
Times Current Tax Rate 
Estimated Annual Property Tax Revenue 
Potential Seri•ice Costs 
$1,500,000 
2,700,000 
1,800,000 
.... 500.000 
$6,500,000 
x 0.02499 
. .. $162,435 
$720,000 
1,600,000 
... 800,000 
200.000 
$3,320,000 
x 0.02499 
.... $82,967 
Development of the riverfront as envisioned in the Master Plan will probably result i.1.1 some 
additional demand for ~ublic services. The exact nature of these service~ will vary 
dependiag oa lhe amount and type of public and private development and arrangements for 
the maintenance responsibi lities of parking areas and other infrastructure. It is possible to 
genera lly evaluate the likely impacts of development on services aad to assess the ability of 
lbe operating departments to provide those services. The impact of riverfront development is 
likely to fall primarily on the police department, public works department, and the parks and 
reercat ion department: 
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C. Phasing of Improvements 
The implementation of physical improvements identified in the master plan will be likely be 
phased in over a period of years, based on availability of funding. Investment in public 
improvements should follow two parallel tracks: one, investment in infrastructure to support 
private investment and two, development of public ame11ities to draw people to the riverfront. 
The following outline.s a recommended sequence of public improvements to develop the 
riverfront. Engineering and design time are included in each of the vents noted below. A time 
Une for these activities should be derived in further discussions with Uie city. 
I. "Small Wins" Begin inunediately to make small improvements to tl1e riverfront sucb as 
clearing brush, and opening vistas to the river to show that improvements are beginning 
and to get the conununity focuses on the project. 
2. Initiate detailed survey of project area, including topography, utilities, and bow1daries. 
3. Negotiate with Guilford Industries.- Secure easemeol rights across properly near Asb 
Street and narrow rail R.O. W south of Temple St. 
4. Renovation of Two Cent Bridge, including lighting. Develop plan for lighting of falls 
and RR bridge. 
5. Develop pathways along the river south ofTl.)mplc St. Com1cct to Bridge St. and 
temporary connection across riverfront to link to existing trail system. 
6. Develop amphitheater and portion of public parking including necessary public 
infrastructure for commercial development. 
7. Develop Temple S:. entrance area and Two Cent Bridge enu·ance courl. 
8. Develop riverfront promenade. 
9. Develop community recreation fucilities. 
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JV. COST ESTIMATES 
The cost estimate that follows represents informed asswnptions about the level and type of 
riverfront improvements. More detailed design and engineering wiU be req11ired to develop more 
accurate estimates of probable cost, yet these estimates are likely representative of the level of 
public investment required. The estimates include the Head of the Falls site and do not contain 
costs for improvements at Front St, Temple St. Main Street or the Bridge St intersection. 
.. 
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Appe11di:lc A 
Executive Su1n1na1y 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Master Plau for the WnterviUe Riverfront represents the results of nearly a year-long 
pkmning effort. The Wate1ville community was actively engaged in the planning process, 
contributing to the design process through several public workshops in which goals and desires 
for the riverfront were discussed, possible uses and activities were identified, and alternative 
development scenarios were presented. 
Tile Rive1:fro11t - Public Opeu Sp(ICl!l ' 
As illustrated in the Land Use Plan, the majority of land along the riverfront is dedicated to 
public uses. A variety of lirJced public spaces are envisioned to be developed along the river' s 
edge, com1ecting Bridge Street to the regional multi-use trail proposed for the west bank of 
Kennebec River. The public spaces identified in the plan reflect opportunities for a diversity or 
activities that will serve to attract people to the riverfront tbroughout the year. 
The site is organized into several use or activity ;.ones. Focused around the Two-Cent Bridge, the 
Temple St. corridor serves as the primary gateway to the site, establishing a strong axial 
connection between downtown and the riverfront. An ent1y court is proposed at the entrance to 
lhe bridge, com1ecting acti\'itics to lhe south of the Temple St. spine with tbe balance of the site 
to the north. The 11111pflitl1eater to the south ofTemple St. is comprised ofsevernl broad lawn 
steps, creat ing an attractive passive recreation area when not in-use for programmetl activities. 
The one- acre ampbitheater could accommodate up lo 1,000 spectators for pe1formances. A l .2 
acre f estival park is locatec north of the Temple St. corridor provitling opportunities for 
comnumity gaU1crings and group act ivities. A broad rive1fro11t pro111e1wde edges the river along 
the existing retaining wall, connecting the testival park with the community recreation areas Lo 
the north. Developed with attractive railings, lighting, and surfacing materials, the promenade 
will draw people to Lhe river with elements similar lo well-known waterfront project5 in larger 
communities. A belvedere extends out over the river affording vistas up and down stream. 
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Tbc promenade llnks the passive pubic open spaces to the south with a variety of more active 
co111111111Jity recreation facilities to the north. A year round public skating area (approximately 
80' x 150') is located adjacent io Development Parcel C, with a playground and play fields 
located north of the skating fuciJity. If developed properly, the skating faciliLy and playground 
will serve as regional attractions, strengthening the appeal of the waterfront to a larger spectrnm 
of visitors. 
The Rlvetjronl - Development Opporttmilie.r 
Three primary development parcels are identified within the Head of the Falls site. Facing south, 
Development Parcel A is located closest to Temple St. and fronts on the festival park. Active, 
publicly oriented uses, such as a restauntnl and hotel are the most appropriate uses for U1is site 
and will help animate the adjacent public spaces. For a multi-level, multi-use building, a 
restaurant and supporting retail development should be located on the first floor with a small 
hotel above. A properly designed stand alone restauraiit facility would also be suitable in this 
location. Maximum size of this facility would be 15,000 SF and three levels (35 feet). Located 
north of Parcel A, Development Parcel B is lhe largest of lhe parcels and would be suitable for 
office and commercial uses. Al 30,000 SF and a maximum of four levels ( 40 to 45 feet), the 
parcel is intended to encoumge office uses on the upper levels and retail I publicly oriented 
activities on the first level. Developmeut Parcel C (max. 20,000 SF), similar in size and massing 
to Development Parcel A, may contai11 a variety of uses from otlice to commercial to 
institutional. The ground level publicly oriented activities such as a cafe should be developed to 
compliment lbe adjacent community recreation facilities. The north - south din1ensions of the 
development parcels are defined by dist inct separations between the buildings, establishing view 
corridors from lhe downtown to the river. The eastern edge of the development area is defmed to 
secure ample public open space along U1e river. Design gu idelines for the buildings will 
eacourage developmeol coosistcot with the materials, scale and appearance of the best of the 
downtown's bltildings. 
The Rive1fl'(111t - R edevelopment Opportunities 
Successful development of lhe riverfront may be supported by redevelopmenl of key adjacenl 
downtown parcels. The pru·cels bordering the irilersection of Temple and Pront St. offer 
: 
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commercial development potential and substantial opportunities lo improve linkages between the 
riverfront and downtown. Improvements along Front SL and at the Bridge/Front/ SpriJ1g St. 
intersection can create opportunities for new commercial development to support the efforts 
begun by the Morning Sentinel. New buildings in this area, reminiscent of historical 
development patterns, will strengthen the gateway into Waterville aud reinforce the edges of 
downtown. 
Pelfestria11 Co1111ections 
The ease with which people can get to and move about the riverfront will be critical lo the 
project's success. The master plan recommends improvements to the pedestrian circulation 
system comprised of sidewalks, pathways, and trails. The plan envisions a pedestrian system 
highlighted by the Two Cent Bridge that coiu1ects Bridge St. through the Head of the FaJJs site to 
the existing trail system that extends north to tJ1e intermodal center. The trail may feature a 
heritage theme, providiug l1istorical references to Watcrvillc's rich cultural and manufacturing 
past. Overlooks and river contact points are located al key points along the patb system. The plan 
recommends a pedestrian connection across the southern edge of the intermodal center at Ash St. 
to link the neighborhoods west of College Ave. to the existing multi-use trail and the riverli"ont. 
Ve/iicul11r Circullltio11 111111 G11teway l111proveme11ts 
The ability to knit the riverfront back into the downtown will have a significant ilnpact on the 
success of the riverfront project <md the benefits projected back into the downtown. To assist iJ1 
this inregration, the ploo recommends improvements to the road system accessing the riverfront. 
Front Street is envisioned to resemble other urban streets in the downtown rather than a 
thoroughfare to move traffic out of town. The plan reconunends on-street parkil1g north of 
Temple St., widened sidewalks, pedestrian crosswalks at intersections and streetscape 
improvements. Traffic data supports the reduction of through traffic on Front St. to one lane, 
creating opportunities for on street parking, walkway improvements and landscaping. The 
southern gateway intersecton at Front/Bridge/Spring Street is simplified to reduce the eonfi.1sing 
trallic patterns and reduce trallic speed entering Front Street. Supported by trallic data, the 
rcaligrnncnt of the intersection creates additional useable public space and development 
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opportun ities on the along the rive!'. A new connector is proposed to link Front SL directly LO 
College Ave., allowing a simpler aad quicker return to downtown. 
Improvements at key gateways to the riverfront will be critical to drawing activity to the river. 
Paving and stl'eetscape improvements along Main St. near the Temple St. intersection will assist 
in identifying the riverfront gateway . .Belle!' definition to the westcm edge of Main St. along the 
Concourse with landscaping and/or building wiJJ help strengthen the Main St. corridor and focus 
attention on the Temple St. gateway. 
Rive1fro11t Access anti Parking 
Primary vehicle access/egress to the site is provided al Temple Street. The underpass al the north 
end of the site would be used for exiting traffic only. Parking lots arc located at the western edge 
of the sire, buffering the riverfTont activities from adjacent to lhe rail line. A total of 155 parking 
spaces are provided in two bays against the tracks and 65 spaces in a lot to the north of the 
underpa$. There would be a net gain of 145 spaces at the Head of Palls site. Reducing Front St. 
to one lane of traffic creates approximately 50 new oo-street parking spaces. 
Appet1dix B 
Existing Conditions and Site Analysis 
EXISTING CONDITIONS AND SITE ANALYSIS 
A. Study Arca 
The Wnterville Riverfront project area consists of23+ acres of undeveloped land with 
approximutely 4,600 feet of front<:1gc along the Kennebec River. The site is bordered by the 
Kennebec River to the cast, Front Street and the Guilford Rail Systems rail line to the west, 
Bridge Street to the south and the Guilford lntcrmodal fucility to the north. OftJ1e 23+ acres 
Lbat constitute tbe site, 11.5 acres are owned by the City of Waterville and 12.5 acres arc 
owned by the State of Maine. It is amicipatcd that nine of the twelve acres owned by the 
state wi ll be transferred to the City of Waterville and the remairung 3+ acres will be 
transferred to the adjacent intcrmodal transportation facility. In consideration of the context 
of the site within the downtown area. the study area is roughly determined to be Elm Street 
to the west. The Kennebec River to the east, Spring St. to the south, and Union Street to the 
norlh. 
B. Site Mapping 
Existing neriol photog_"aphy and City of Waterville assessing maps were used for the project 
maps. 
C. Zoning And Regubtory C:1·itcrin 
The study orea is described by several zoning districts, Commercial (C-A). General 
Industrial (I) and Resource Protection. (RP). The city owned lnnd is an equal mosaic of 
Commercial and lndustrial zoned properlie~. The RP district is contuined in the stnle owned 
property. Zoning district description and map arc ntlached. The I 00 year llood zone (Flood 
Insurance Rate Map, zone AE) is locate at elevation and closely parallels the river. with 
the exception of the area octwccn the Two Cent Bridge and the r.til road trestle, where ihe 
llood zom: widens to approximately I 00 lect frotn lh<.: water. The desigm1ted flood .:om:: in 
the RP zone is approximately GO to 80 feet wide. Development is p<.:nnissible within the J\E 
zone provided tJmt there nre no downstream effects resulting !Tom changes in the lloodway 
and stmctures are suitably flood proofed. Setbacks lor struclllrcs is 25 feet !Tom the high 
water mark of the river. Development on top of existing abutments is po;rmissiblc within the 
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state mandated setback, but shoukl be reviewed with lhe Department of Environmental 
Protection during the 1)la1ming stages. 
D. History 
The history of the Kennebec riverfront, particularly that oflhe l:lead of the Falls area, 
reflects important periods in the development of the City of Waterville. The river served a5 
the center of transportation and commerce and as the city grew, numerous mills and small 
manufacturing businesses developed along 1he warerfl·onr. By 1900 a dense assemblage of 
residential and industrtal uses co-mingled in the narrow area between Front Street and the 
river. The introduction of the rail line i11 the mid I 800's spurred larger industrial activity 
which began to marginalize the smaller commercial and residential uses. The area became 
home lo immigrant groups, most notably the Lebanese and French - Canadians, who formed 
distinguished, closely-knit communities in the area. With the decline c1 f'the railroad and the 
migration of businesses and residents out of the downtown area after the second world war, 
the Head of the Falls area deteriornled. As part of the urban renewal efforts in the I 960's, 
the district was dctcmlined to be a "blighting" influence on the city and most of the 
buildings, roads and inrrastructure were removed. The area has lay fallow for many years, 
and only recently, with the development of the Morning Sentinel property, have 
redevelopment efforts begw1. Recognizing the econon1ic value of the riverfront to the 
downtown area and the social value the area holds for the citizens of Waterville, the cily has 
begun a comprehensive planning effort to ensure appropriate and compatible uses are 
developed in the fhturc. The most notable remaining historic feature .is the Two Cent Bridge, 
a remarkable foot bridge which carried pedestrian trnlftc across the river between the mills 
in Winslow and the City of Waterville. Recently restored, the bridge i!> listed in the National 
Register of llistoric Places. 
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SITE ANAL YSJS 
11. Site Context and Cltar11cteristics 
The riverfront study area is located cast of the downtown, adjacent to the central business 
district. Bordered by the Guilford rail line on the west and the river to the east. the site extends 
approximately 4600 feet from Bridge Street on the south, to the Guilford intt:rmodal facility on 
the Norlh. The site varies in width from approximately 400 feet at the widest point adjacent to 
the Two Cent 13ridge. to 180 foct, within rhe stale owned parcel north of union Street. The 
following s111l1J11ari:t.cs relevant characteristics and features oflhe site: 
Vegetation and Land Cove1· - The central portion oflhe site between the railroad bridge 
and tbe crossing under the tr.icks north of Union Street is largely unvegetated with some 
pioueeriug growth along rhe river bank. The north oft!Je site, that section zoned RP and 
currently owned by the state is more heavily vegeta ted, with immature growth of maple, 
poplar, birch a11d other hardwoods. South of' Templt: Street the site is more heavily 
developed with an exbting 76 space municipal parking lot Between Bridge Street a11d the 
rdilroad trestle, the steep slopes leading down to thi: river arc thickly vegetated with 
volunteer shrubs and young hardwoods. The vegetation plays an inlportant role preventing 
erosion by stabilizing the steep river t:mbankmcnts. The plateau nt the top of the 
embankment along F:ont Street is the only section within the study area thal is largely 
developed. 
Soils - Tite soils in the study area are largely an urban complex, consisting of a variety of 
materials from previcus uses and activities on the site. To date, testing has not been 
initiated to determine the type, quality and environmental suitability of the ia situ materials. 
There is no evidence of hazardous or toxic wastes on site. Additional testing will be 
required before pursuing site specific recommendations. 
TopogrJphy - The site is generally level. with a gt:ntle slope lo lhe north and toward the 
river averaging hetween two and !Our percent. Throughom most of the length ofthesite, 
this level plateau drops offshnrply toward the rivt:r. At the south end of the sltldy area. 
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there is a high nnd steep embankment giving way to a lower and more gently sloping edge 
lo lhe river at the north, a$ the elevation of the site decreases. No detailed topographic 
mapping of the site is cun-ently available. 
Drainage and Hydrology - No significant natural drainages or water features exist on the 
site. The watershed is limited to the project area, with off-site contributions limited by the 
storm drainage system in rront Street. Site dra inage is characterized by overland sheet tlow 
toward Lhe river. Some surlilce runoff is concentrnted into drainage swales discharging into 
the river, most notably in the northern portion of the site. 
Utilities - Front Street contains several storm, sanitary and water lines that service the 
eastern portion of downtown. A 42" sewer interceptor connecting Fairfield and Bentoo to 
the u·eatment plant south of Bridge Street ruus tltrough the riverfront site, following the 
alignment of the existing tote road. City of Waterville sewer lines connect to th is main line 
at Temple Street. Buildings cannot be constructed within the 20 foot right-of-way oflhis 
regional sewer line. Several storm drain lines from Front Street cross the site aod discharge 
into the river. Although not a restriction to development, disturbance ofU1ese lines should 
be avoided if possible. Adequate water service exists in the area to service future 
development. 
Site Features - Due lo the comprehensive removal of development 011 the site, few 
distinguishing features remain. The retaining walls that formed the foundat ions to fo rmer 
mill buildings remain at the south end of the site oear Bridge Street and at the center of the 
study area just north of the Two Cent Bridge. An old to te road leads through the site from 
Temple Street to the intermodal facility to the north. As noted above, the most recent 
improvement is the municipal parking Jot developed off Temple Street to the north ol'the 
rail line. 
The Guilford (formerly Main Central) rail line crosses the river south of Temple Street, 
isolating the northern section of the riverfront. The mil line continues parallel lo Front 
St. creating a distinctive edge to the site. The rail right-of-way varies in width, 
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averaging approximately 60 feet. Two municipal rights-ol~way allow crossing of the 
!racks -a surfacing crossing 111 Temple S1reet and an underpas.~ south of Union Slreel. 
To rc1ain a level grade on the rail bed, an cmbankmeul w·ds developed along From 
Street lo meet the sharply rising terrain to the north. The embankment and rail li ne 
serve to obstruct visual and physical nccess to the site along mud1 of the Front Street 
edge. The rail line connects the east sille of Augus1a with the Gu il ford intermodnl 
facility and is marginally active, with infrequent freight service. Organizations with an 
interest in extending passenger rail service north of Portland are exploring the 
possibilities of using this line for o connection with downtown Waterville. 
Contc.'d - The riverfront is adjacent to several distinct districts in the downtown area. To 
the south, extending from Bridge S1rcc1 lo the north side ofTemple Street, the riverfront is 
edged by the central business district, with the density, scale, and building forms typical of 
historic regional centers. The uses, scale and pattern of development quickly changes from 
conuncrcial to residential north ofTemple Street, extending to Union Street lhis downtown 
residential neighborhood oilers an important balance to the adjacent commercial activities. 
North of Union Street the scale, appenronce and use becomes industrial, loosing most 
connections to the fu:er grained, pedestrian scaled environments to the south. 
Several landmarks dominate the urban landscape and serve as reference points for the 
riverfront site. City Hall and Castonguay Square act as anchors for the down1own, opening 
lo the riverfront area. The church on the corner of Appleton and Pront Street dominates the 
~111Tounding re~ident.inl landscape, and otlers <m imponant viimal landmark from most 
locations along the riverfront. The Morning Sentinel building offers the potential lo create a 
built form link between the downtown and the riverfront 
Although the riverfront creates a dynnmic edge to the downtown area. the site is 
conspicuously disconnected from the centr.11 busine:;s district because of Front Street and 
the rail line. This disco1mect is reinforced by the back of downtown buiklings facing the 
riverfront. This pattern ofdevelopmenl is lypic<tl or many American cities in which the 
rivers were viewed as uti lities and the development that grew up (!round them as 
•• 
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unattractive. Existing development at the gateways to the site, such as 1he Temple and 
Front Street intt:rst:clion do not enhance or promote the riverfront location. 
Views to the Head oi the Falls area entering Waterville from the easl on Dridge Street arc 
limited by lhe railroad trestle crossing lhe river. This approach offers good visibility of the 
river embankment an:! Front Street area south of the rail line. Views from the site across 
the river arc: dominated by the old Kimberly Clark Mill in Winslow directly across the river 
from the project area. View~ down river arc dominated by the Two Cent 13ridge and the 
railroad trestle oHering an interesting, attractive and historic component lo !he rivcrfrom 
vistas. Views upriver offer a more natural, non urbanized vista, an int cresting contrast to 
the urban elements dominating the other vistas from the site. 
Gateways, Edges :tod Connections - The riverll·ont is adjacent to the uowntowu, but 
ironically very much removed from it. The speed and volume oflraffic on rronl Street 
together with rail liuc create substantial barriers that iso late the riverfront from the 
neighboring downtown area. The isolation of the riverfront is reinforced by lhe largely 
discontinuous connections between Main Street and lhe riverfront, with Temple Si. offering 
the only direct visual and physical link to the waterfront. As noted above, the substantial 
berm on which the rail liJ1e is built extending north oiTemple Street limits visual and 
physical access to the riverfront. The access under the mil line north of Union St. does not 
align wilh a gateway roadway servicing the riverfront. The bend in Appleton Street and the 
uneven tran.~ition from Castonguay Square to the river.from serve to minimize direct, 
meaningful coruteet ions to the riverfront. 
The traffic patterns serve to reinforce the disconnections. With Front Street one way 
northbound, the connecting streets of Appleton and Union do not allow for access to l'he 
primary entrance lo the riverfront al Tcm1>lc Street. This gateway problem is li.u1hcr 
dinlinishcd by Appleton Street running one way westbound, away from !he river, wilh a 
"Do Not Enler" sign at the Main Street intersccl ion. The Main Strc..'Ct gateways to the 
streets leading to the riverfront do not provide visual or informative clues that the riverfront 
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is close by. Entering the central business district area on Main Street, one is wiaware of the 
proximity of the river to the downtown area. 
Access across the rail line to the riverfront is limited to two locations - the Temple Street 
crossing, where the city retains a sixty foot right-ot:way and the access under the rail line just 
north of Union Street. This underpass is limited i.n height and width (approx. 11 x 20 feet). A 
small informal track crossing exists south of Temple Street to access the municipal parking lot. 
Pedestrian connections to the riverfront vary from fuir to poor, Access along Front Street is foi.r, 
with several locations interrupted by parking and business activities crossing the sidewalk The 
sidewalk is not distinguished from the driveway in these locations, As noted above, there is no 
sidewalk on account ol'the rail line on the east side of Front Street, north of Temple Street. The 
pedestrian connections to the riverfront from downtown are fair, but can be improved with 
signage and more prominent visual clues to lhe river. The recently renovated Two Cent Bridge 
is a remarkable historic ar.d recreational resource, and can serve as the focal point for the 
pedestrian system along mad across the river. 
SITE OPPORTUNlTlES 
The challenge in planning tor future uses on the riverfront is in improving the connections to the 
down1ow11 area. Although it is unlikely 1he railroad will be removed, opponunities exist to 
improve connections across the rail line and make lhe Front Street corridor a more attractive, 
comJ:ortablc and "user frieud ly" environment. 
A. Gateways - Improvements Lo the Temple St entrance to the site as the prin1ary entrance 
can offer important physical and visual clues lo site ac1ivitics. Gateway improvements 
through signage, paving and other means al Main Street will reinforce the connections 
between the downtown business district and the riverfront. Gateways along Front Street 
and at all major inLerscc1ions should be developed 10 draw people toward the access 
points to the riverfront site, The riverfront access points themselves should be developed 
in way to celebrate 1he entrance to this unique area. Redevelopment of parcels along the 
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edges of the site, particularly al the gateway points could reinforce the sense ofcmry and 
compliment riverfront uses. 
B. The Rnil Line - Existing crossings should be fully developed and opportunities for new 
ones explored. A possible new pedestrian crossing may talce advantage of the grade 
difference between the sidewalk and the rai l line on the east side or Front Street south of 
Temple, allowing for a pedestrian bridge over the tracks. This would more directly 
connect the Castonguay Square area with the riverfront As the nuJ line will likely have to 
bull'ered from the rew activities in the riverfront area, on-site parking could be located 
along the rail line, north of Temple Street. This will help insulate site activities from the 
rail line. 
C. Site Features - Tl-c Two Cent Bridge is a remarkable resource and should be celebrated 
in ar1y riverfront development plan. Use of the bridge could facilitate pedestrian 
connections between the downtown, the riverfront and potential redevelopment or the 
Kimberly Clark mill. The existing concrete retaining walls along the river offer 
opportunities for overlooks and/or river related development close to the water's edge. 
The site offers many recreational opportunit ies and may serve as a trail head for the 
proposed Kennebec River trail that will connect to Fairfield. 
D. Front Street - Proper treatment of front Street, in both design of improvements and 
management of traffic flow will have a 5ignificanl impact on succcssfirUy connecting the 
downtown to the riverfront. Front Street should become an urban sire.et, rather than a 
thoroughlitrc. As pal'l of the riverfrom development, Front Street should be redcsignec.J to 
slow trnffic speed and encourage pedestrian trnffic along and across it. 
Appendix C 
Conceptual Master Plan Alternatives 
CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVES 
As parl of the master planning process for the Waterville riverfront, several conceptual plans 
were developed to explore various arrangements of desired and possible uses for the Head of the 
Falls site. The opportunities for public amenities and private development reflected in the plans 
were identified duru1g the analysis and programming phase of the project and were discussed 
during the first public workshop session. 
The conceptual alternative plans A, B, and C reflect several approaches to achieving these 
objectives. The plans represent diagrams of opportunities and are designed to illustrate relative 
arrangements of desirable land uses and activities on the site. They ase not intended to suggest 
specific building footprints or open space designs. A more detailed plan reflecting such designs 
will be developed during the next phase of work, after public review and comment on the 
opportunities presented in the alternative plans. The recommended plan may not necessarily be 
one of the illustrated alternatives, but may include elements from each of the plans found lo be 
desirable. Although Lhc alternatives refiecl a variety of options for locating public and private 
activities on the site, they identify common recommendations that are important lo supporting a 
successful riverfront project establishing key connections to the downtown: 
• Establish gateway improvements at the intersection of Temple and lvlain Stree/s. ldr.mt!fY 
linka}?es to lhe river. 
• Reinforce Temple SI. corridor to the riverfront. 
• Strengthen pedestrian linkages/loops within rhe downtown. 
• Simplify and improve "Southern Gateway"' al inlersec/ion of Brid1re/Fronl Streeis. 
• "Tame" l•i·ont St. Redesign Front SI. corridor to be,·ome 11rhan slreei rather rhan high-
speed thoroughfare. Widen sidewalks, establish pedestrian crossings and develop 
parallel parking. 
• Improve "return" connection lo downtown, by e.ttablishing a "Northern Gateway" - et 
direct connection between Front St. and College Ave. north of/he f'ost O.Oice. 
• Establish connectionfi'om reside111ial neighborhoods north of College Ave. lo riverfront. 
• The historic 1\110 Cent Bridge a.1· a focu.~ for lhe development. I 
• Keep corridors established by Temple, Appleton and Union Streets Open on the rivelji·unt 
to preserve views. 
• Use parking as o 1111.ffer along the railroc1d lracks. 
• Establi1>h public prumenade alon;t. river - make use o.f existing retaining walls. 
• Use private development lo activate rive1:/i·onf ancl compliment public spaces. 
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• Public sµar.:es should include both aclivl! and passive activities. 
• Maximize opportur.ities 10 acc11ss and 11xplore river's edge. 
• Take advantage of the "bridge-~·cape" that characterizes the rive1fro11t by light inf: the 
bridges and fal/J; and establishing viable pedestrian connections across the Two-Cent 
Bridge. 
• Integrate with regional 11111/ti-use trail. 
• Promore /rail connections across the Kennebec /fl Winslow for pedestrian loops usinR 
Two Cent Bridge. 
• Identify opporl1111itics for redel'ldopmenr in the vicinity of the riverfi'ont to support 
down/own I riverfront activities. 
Co11cept11nl Altem ntive Plrm A 
Plan A explores arrangements of development parcels and public open spoce focused around the 
Two-Cent Bridge. A strong axial com1cctioo is established along the Temple Street corridor, 
lt'ading into the site. Gateway elements reOective of the spires of the bridge are located at the 
entry to the site and carried up Temple Street to Main Street. An upper and lower entry court :m: 
created <ll the entrance to the bridge. An amphi theater consisting of lawn terraces is localed south 
of the bridge, taking advantage of the natural topogrnphic slope of the rivet· edge. This feature is 
envisioned to accommodate both everday passive recreational uses and programmed 
perfonnance space !Or festivals and community gatherings. (based on an area of25 SF/person. 
approximately 500 people could be accommodated in the amphitlieater) North oflhe bridge, two 
development pnrcels 101a1U1g 30,000+ SF in footprint ure located close to the parking bays 
established cast of the railrond right-of-way. The southern building site is pullt:d close to the 
Temple Street corridor. to frame the entrance lo the site and the Two Cent Bridge. A riverside 
promenade with garden areas fronting the buildings cstnblishes an active pede:>lrian edge along 
the river. The buikl ing parcels arc intended to help m:tivale and animate lhc public spaces along 
the river, with restaurant. inn, re la ii, and office I institulionnl uses. The most active of these uses 
is focused on the view to the south, with opportunities for outdoor cnfes nnd open-air commercial 
activity. The building sites arc located so as to preserve the views 10 the river established by the 
Temple, Appleton and Uni:>n Street corridors. Public rec reation areas 1ha1 may include sknting. 
playgrounds anti op1.m field areos lerminate the public promenade al the norlh end of the silc. The 
walkway system connects to the regional multi-use trail envisioned for the west shore of the 
Kennebec. Access 10 the river for canoeing, fishing, and other possible water related activities 
can be accommodated at lhc north end of rhe site and near the Two Cenl Bridge where the land 
Waterville Riverfront Master f lan - Conceptua l Alternatives 
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naturally tapers to water. Primary vehicle access/egress to the site is provided via Temple Street 
with the underpass at the north end of the site permitting egress only from the parking areas. A 
capacity of 160 parking spaces is illustrated at the riverfront with an additional 35 spaces in a lot 
al the southern end of Front Street. 
Establishing elements evocative of the riverfi'oot at the intersection of Main and Temple 
reinforces this important gateway. Towers evocative of the Two-Cent Bridge establish a theme 
that can be carried down Temple Street and other access-ways to the site. Concourse parking 
along Main Street is replaced witb an open space that announces the riverfront gateway, 
reinforce.s the Main Street corridor and provides additional green space within the downtown. 
Gateway references may oo further strengthened by pavement treatments and crosswalks. The 
properties at the intersection of Front and Temple Stree1 offer oppo1tunities for redevelopment 
that would support riverfront development and promote linkages between tbe river and 
downtown. 
The ability to knil the riverfront back into Lhe downtown will have a significant impact on the 
success of the riverfront project and the benefits projected back into Lhe downtown. To assist in 
this integration, the plan recommends improvements to the road system accessing the riverfront. 
front Street is envisioned to resemble other urban streets in the downtown rather titan a 
thoroughfare to move trnffic out of town. The plan recommends on-street parking, widened 
sidewalks, pedestrian crosswalks at intersections and streetscape irnprovemenls. Traffic data 
supports tbe reduction of through traffic to one lane, creating opportunities for on-street parking 
and walkway improvements, includiJ1g sidewalks on the eastern (railroad) side of the street. As 
Front Street is improved as an urban street, the drive up bank site maybe come a viable 
redevelopment parcel and compliment the recently developed newspaper offices to the north. 
The southern gateway imersection at Front/Britlge/Spring Street is simplified to reduce the 
confusing traffic patterns a~d reduce traffic speed entering Front Street. Supported by traffic 
data. the realignment of the il1tcrseetio11 creates additional useable public space 011 the riversitle. 
The plan illustrates the concept of establishing a welcome/ infom1ation een1er at tb.is southern 
gateway to Lhe downtown and I he riverfront. A structure in this location will frame lhe enlrnnce 
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to the downtown and recall strnclurcs historically locnted there prior to the ifltcrscction 
reconstruction. The gateway porcel is com1ected to the riverfront both by sidewalks along Front 
Street and riverside trails that run along lhc backside of the existing properties, leading to an 
overlook established above the existing retaining wall. The connections to downtown arc further 
strengthened by developing a direct connection to College Ave. al the north end of the site 
enabling a simplified return pattern to the downtown. 
Co11cept11al Alternative Plan 8 
Piao B differs from Plcm A by establishing a "town green" at the gateway to the site, adjacent to 
the Two-Cent Bridge. Together with the amphitheater to 1he south of the bridge, this park forms 
a large area of community open space framing the Two-Cent Bridge in the area of the site closest 
lo the downtown connection.~. The development parcels are set further to the north, and oUowing 
for view corridors, are div:ded into 1hree parcels of I 0,000 SF, J 5,000 SF, and 15,000 SJ7 
footprints. The most animated uses. such as restaurant and retail are located to the south, fronting 
on the park space. The development parcels are fi-Jmcd by a park aren to the north. which 
terminates the public pron:enade along the river wall. Community recreation is illustrated 10 the 
north of the egress point at the underpass. A total of 164 oft:strcet spaces are illustrnted. 
Treatments at the gateways nre similar to Plan A, with the exception of the Main I Temple Street 
intersection. A smaller landscaped treatment with shade trees and undcrstory plantings is 
proposed for the Concourse edge, with a sculptural gateway clement at the plaza across from 
Temple Street The roadway and circulation improvements are similar to those illustrated in Plan 
A. 
Co11cept11al Alternative Pfa11 C 
Plan C conlrusts with Alternative n in that it oilers the most urbao approach to development of 
the site around the Temple Street entry. Temple Street is envisioned as continuing (as it did 
historically) to the bridge with buildings framing the corridor. A 10,000 SF tu 12.000 SF 
building footprint may be located to the south (possibly containing a restaurant/inn) with a 
15,000 SF parcel to the north contain retail and office use. A park I performance space, (more 
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level than the amphitheater due to topographic restrictions) is located bel ween the 17 ,000 SF 
development paJecls, centered on the Appleion Street visual corridor. As with the other 
alternatives, a public promenade extends in front of the building sites along the riverfront. A park 
is located to lhe nortb of the building site termiuating the riverfront promenade. A parking lot 
terminates the parking along the rail right-of:way and together with a playground, edges the 
north end of the park. Tb~ playground leads to a comnmnity recreation area that fo rms the north 
end of the developed site. Similar to Alternatives A and B, Plan C illustrates conneclions lo a 
multi-use trail along rile Kennebec. A total of238 off-srreer parking spaces are illustrated. 
Plan C illustrates a revisio:l to the width of the rail right-of-way south of Temple, using some of 
1he existing open area for parking to support the 12,000 Sf commercial building site. A location 
for excursion mil station is illustrated should use of the rail Line change in the future. 
Roadway and circulation improvements are sirnilar to Alternat ives A and B. The southern 
gateway iJ1 Plan C i11ustrates an open space approach, with a small gateway pavilion and park 
space in the areas reclaimed from the intersection improvements. The Temple and Main Street 
gateway is created by the development of a welcome/visitor center along Muin Street at the edge 
of the concourse parking lot. This development would serve to create a strong edge along Main 
Street, now lost to the open parking area and help identily, with landscape and pavement 
improvements, the Temple Street access corridor to the riverfront. 
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Appendix D 
Transportation Systetns Analysis 
l. TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Srudv Area Access and Circulation 
The waterfront re<levelopmenl site is located near the cross-roads of multiple state and US 
numbered roadways. Primary access to rhe riverfront site is provided by one-way roadways, 
Front Street and Main Street (from Temple Street, a Lwo-way street). Fig11rc I shows the average 
daily traffic volumes on study area roadways. Based on available traffic counts and observalion, 
roadways and intersections of interest to redevelopment of the waterfront site appear to be below 
capacity. Figure J also shows trallie circulation patterns in the area. 
Front Street is designated as US Route 20 l/Swte Route 100. It is a two-lane, one-way roadway 
rhat serves through-traffic as well local access within the downtown_ Daily lraffic volumes 
varied from approximately 10,500 near Bridge Street to 12,500 at Temple Street in 1996 
(MDOT). Hourly volumes remain at or above 600 vehicles per hour from 7 AM to 7 PM, 
peaking between 4 PM and 5 PM at approximately 850 vehicles. The hourly distribution of 
traffic (in 1996) is shown in Figure 2 below 
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Front Street val'ies in widLb from 28 feet (Bridge Street to Appleton Street) lo 36 leet (Appleton 
Street to Colby Street) where on-street parking is permitted on the west side or the street l...llrge 
curb cuts to allow parking at City Hall and just nonh of Temple Street pem1it cars to back out 
onto Front Srrect to exit parking areas. The design of the road and intersections near Spring 
Street/llridge Street allows for high speed travel on Front Street 
Site Access 
Currcm main access to the site is provided at Temple Street. The width or the existing roadway 
is 3 I feet. The railroad tracks are ollset from the roadway by approximately 28 feet. The 
railroad ove1 pass provides a second potentinl outlet from the site to front Street just north of 
\V?ten•ith; Rivttfrnot tlllor.10' Pion -Tno~r10'1:llf90 .S~cms A~.i,._ ------------------
Union Street. lts width is 28 feet and oveJ"head cleaJ'ance is approximately I 0 feet. The 
elevation of the tracks 11od1 of Temple Street creates a barrier to additional access points. 
Accident Data 
The Maine DOT uses the combined criteria of Critical Rate Factor (CRP) and number of 
accidents to identify intersections and roadways with potential safoly problems. The Critical 
1'3gc 0 -2 
Rate Factor is Lhe ratio of the number of actual accidents to the number of'expected' accidents at 
similar locations statewide. For example, a CRF equal to 2.0 identifies a location with twice the 
number of accidents as similar locations. Locations with a CRF equal to and above 1.0 and 
having 8 or more accidents over the latest three year period are classified by the MDOT as High 
Accident Locations (HAL). 
Two IIAL are located in the immediate area around the waterfront site: the intersection of Front 
Street at Temple Street and the roadway segment immediately before this intersection, Front 
Street from Commo11 Street to Temple Street. 
High Accident Locations 
Number of 
Intersection CRF Accidents 
Front Street at Temole Street 2.4 16 
Road Segment 
Front Street: Common to Temole 1.7 8 
Source: MOOT, Accident Records, 1996-1998. 
Other i11tersections with a notable number of aceident5 (although not classified as HAL) include: 
Front Street/Bridge Street/Spring Street, 21 accidents; Front Street/Bridge Street Ramp merge, 7 
accidents; Front Street/Appleton Street, 7 accidents; and, Front Street/Union Street, 6 accidents. 
Front Street. from Temple Street to Appleton Street. bad 7 accideals over Lliis same time period 
(MDOT, Accident Records, 1996-1998). 
P1W 1, STlll/\N A CCESS ANO CtnCULATION 
Waterville enjoys a compact, pedestrian-scaled downtown. Pedestrian access to the site is 
provided by a network of sidewalks along public streets. Of particular irnpor1ru1ce Lo tile site is 
Lhe qua li ty of lhe co1mec1ions to the dowlllown, lo better integrate the site with the downtown. 
Primary cross access from Main Street to Front Street and U1e waterfront is provided by 
Common Street/Castonguay Square, Temple Street and Appleton Street. Currently, the quality 
of pedestrian facilities on side streeL~ such as Temple Slreet and Applelon Street is fuir. 
Pedestrian-scaled lighting has been installed along tht: north side of Temple Street. 
On Front Street no1ih ofTemple Street, a sidewalk is provided 0 11 one side (the west side) of the 
street. Wide curb cuts dismpl the sidewalk network along Front Street at City Ha ll and at stores 
just north of Temple Street. Pedestrian amenili<!s ond desirable streetscape elements such as 
street trees, benches and lighting are absent along Front Street. 
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Crosswalks are provided at numerous locations along Front Street. Pedestrian crossings are 
difficult due to the speed and character of the traffic (moderate volumes and percentage of 
trucks). Crosswalks are located at the fo llowing locations on Front Street: 
• Parking lot south of Fleet Bank; 
• Opposite Common Street to Lhc Mo.ming Sentinel; 
• Opposite Castonguay Square to the Morning Sentinel; 
• Opposite City Hall and the sidewalk/stairs from lhe ri verfront parking lot; and, 
• Opposite Front Street. 
Pedestrian connections to and along the river are non-existent or weak. The Two Cent Bridge 
provides an historic pedestrian link to Winslow and its riverfront and downtown. No dedicated 
pedestrian connection exists from Front Street to the bridge. Accessibility along the river is 
hampered by steep slopes along the river, parking lots and the location and configuration of the 
railroad. A regional Kennebec River Trail (serving bicyclists and pedestrians) has been proposed 
by previous planning efforts. 
I:' ARKING 
Three maia reservoirs of public parking are provided in the study area: The Concourse, on-street 
parking and surface lots aloug Front Street. These arc identified in .Figw·e 3. The Concourse 
provides a combination of long term (no time Limit, approximately 500 spaces) and sho1ter term 
(2 hour limit, approximately 65 spaces) parking. Combined, these spaces total 565. 
Along Main Street, parallel and diagonal parking provide short-term, 2-hour parking totaling 
approximately 140 oo-streel parking spaces. Additional on-street short-term parking is provided 
on Silver Street, Common Street, Temple Street and Appleton Street. Twenty-nine on-street 
parking spaces are striped on Front Street north of Appleton Street. 
Three off-street surface lots are located along Front Street. Short-term parking is provided in a 
lot next to City Hall . Two long term lots are located along the river. The fast, south of Fleet 
Bank, has a capacity of60 spaces. The lot located al the redevelopment site bas a capacity of75 
spaces. These two lots have low usage. 
Shared Parking 
Shared parking is a concept that allows parking lo serve multiple uses. For instance, many uses 
have overlapping peak pal'king pe!'iods but many do not. For instance, theaters have peak 
parking ofit:n on weekends anti evenings while office uses generally peak during weekdays 
during the daytime. These two uses have a high potential lbr sharing parking. Shared parking 
does not have to be on the same site but within convenient walking distance. The qual ity of 
pedesu·ian connections and close monitoring and management become key to the success or 
shared parking within downtowns. The potential for shared par king for tbc riverfront site (both 
on-site and off-site parking) should be kept i11 mind. 
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P RELIMINARY FINDINGS IVITll SIT!:: CONSIDERATIONS: 
• Roadways and intersections providing access to the site have excess capacity over 
existing demand; 
• Front Street serves both regional through-traffic and local traffic; 
• Traffic speeds on Front Street are observed to be high; 
• A moderate to higl: percentage of truck traffic is observed on front Street; 
• Two High Accident Locations are located at/near the site on Front Street; 
• The railroad tracks present pedestrian and vehicle site access constraints; 
• Pedestrian facilities vary from very good (along Main Street and in The Concourse) to 
fair (side streets and Front Street) condition within the downtown: 
• Pedestrian crossings of Front Street are made <lifficult by the speed and character of 
traffic; 
• Streetscape quality for pedestrians along Front Street is fuir to poor; 
• Use of the parking at the waterfront parcel is currently Jow; and, 
• Public parking downtown near the site (on-street and oft:street) is well distributed in 
location and size with the largest supply at "The Concourse". 
II. CONVERTING FRONT STREET FROM TWO LANES TO ONE LANE 
.F ron! Street and Temple Street lnr·ersection 
An analysis was performed at Lhe intersecLion of Front Street and Temple Street in Waterville to 
interpret the effects of cha11ging Front Street from two through lanes to one through lane with a 
left tum bay. Traffic volumes, traffic control, and intersection geometry were considered for t11is 
analysis. 
• Existing tramc volumes were collected at t11e subjecL intersect ion dL1ring the p.m. peak 
hour. These tramc volumes were then adjusted using the Trip Generation Manual from 
the Tnsti.tute of Transportation Engineers to account for a 44,000 square foot mixed-use 
retaiVoffice development. An adjustment ol"20% was t11en added to the existing traffic 
volumes to anticipate future growth in trnffic. 
• Existing traffic control consists of Temple Street traffic controlled by stop signs and 
Front Street traftic uncontrolled or free flow. A brief review of traffic signal warrants in 
the Manual of Uniform Tratlic Control Devices (MUTCD) was conducted and revealed 
traffic signaJs do not appear to be warranted. 
• The assumed geometry of the intersection is as follows: North Bound Temple Street 
(exiting the waterfront site) has one through lane and one right turn lane. South Bound 
Temple Street has one lane, which is a shared ll1rough and !ell tum lane. East Bound 
Front Street has one lane, which is a shared through and right t.urn lane, and in addition 
has a left turn bay of about I 00 feet long. 
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To assess the traftlc conditions at the front Street and Temple Street intersection, two different 
computer programs were used, CORS!M and llCS. The following sections summarize the 
output for tllis intersection. 
CORSIM 
CORSIM simulates traffic and traffic conLrol systems on a street network using vehicle and 
driver behavior models. Assuming 50 pedestrians cross at each approach per hour, there arc no 
adverse effects on traffic. Table l shows the maximum queue length (vehicles) for all lanes that 
are not equal to zero. 
Table l 
Maximum Oucuc Lcn!!.th Bv Lane(# vehicles) 
f'mnt Street Left I 
Southbound Te1111,le Street Left 1 
Northbound TenlJ)le Street Throuuh I 
Northbound Temole Street Right 2 
WSA concludes that the reduction in street width would benefit pedestrians by reducing travel 
speeds, making them in line with speed limits and also by reducu1g crossing distance for 
pedestrians at mid-block locations where there currently are crosswalks. 
Highway Capacity Softwm·e (flCS) 
I !CS analyzes existing mtersection operations based upon procedures contained in the 1998 
Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Research Board. Tabk 2 shows the level of service 
(T,QS) lllld total dela.y time (seconds/vehicle) estimated for vehicles on Temple Street. LOS is 
the term used to denote the dilferent operatmg conditions which occur on a given roadway 
facility under various traffic volume demands. LOS is a q ualitali ve measure dependent on lhe 
effect of a number of fuctors including roadway geometrics, travel speed. travel delay. freedom 
to maneuver, and satl:ty. Six levels of service are defu1ed in the highway Capacity Manual. 
They arc given the leuer designations ranging from A to F, with LOS A representing the bt:st 
operating conditions nnd LOS F representing the worst. 
Table 2 
P.M.PEAK 
fo tcrscction M ovcmcn ts LOS Average Delay (seconds/vehicle) 
Temple Southbound ThrouJ?.h/Leil E 39.8 
Temple Northbound Tlu-oul!.h c 21.1 
Temple Northbound Ril!.ht c 15.5 
Front Lell A 7.3 
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